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Supercomputing  
your Prescription
Imagine a doctor peering at your 
genetic code to determine the best 
medicine for what ails you. Thanks to 
funding from computer chip maker 
Intel, UT researchers will be investigat-
ing personalized medicine and other 
transformative scientific discoveries 
at the new Intel Parallel Computing 
Center. Based at the Joint Institute for 
Computational Sciences and ORNL, the 
center will initially focus on two projects 
in computational biology that may lead 
to medical advances without requiring 
years of clinical trials.

Improving Highway Safety
The UT Center for Transportation Research was recently awarded $5.5 million to con-
tinue its leadership role for the Southeastern Transportation Center consortium. The 
US Department of Transportation funding will primarily be used to drive research 
projects aimed at reducing transportation-related fatalities and injuries. The funding 
will also support graduate students from participating universities to develop the 
next generation of safety leaders and address critical issues related to the shrinking 
transportation work force.

Flirting with Disaster
Researchers at UT’s Global Disaster 
Nursing program are working with 
architects, environmental engineers,  
law enforcement professionals, graduate 
students, and community partners to 
improve the community wellness and 
disaster preparedness of Clay County, 
Kentucky. Much of the isolated area’s 
population is ill-equipped to deal with 
a disaster because of poor housing, 

limited shelters, inadequate sanitation, minimal public resources, poverty, 
and a lack of essential food and water reserves. “This project launches a 
new nursing model for the nation,” said Victoria Niederhauser, dean of the 
College of Nursing. “It brings together disciplines that rarely work together 
and integrates the varied skills with planning and knowledge sharing with 
community members.”
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Name that Dolphin Tune
An algorithm originally developed for music retrieval sys-
tems is now part of a time-saving technique for researching 
dolphin communication and social behavior. According to 
a study lead by UT postdoctoral fellow Arik Kershenbaum 
at the National Institute for Mathematical and Biological 
Synthesis, the algorithm has been successfully used to 
identify the “signature” whistles of dolphins. Bottlenose 
dolphins, in particular, recognize each other by the sound of 
each animal’s signature whistle. The researchers have found 
that dolphins use these signature whistles to foster and 
maintain group cohesion.

CEOs  
Breaking Bad
A new study headed 
by Andy Puckett, UT 
associate professor 
of finance, indicates 
that chief executive 
officers who engage 
in unethical conduct 
for their own per-
sonal benefit tend to 
be part of firms that 
participate in other 
forms of corporate 

misbehavior. Published as a working paper by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research, the investigation examined 
CEOs who personally benefited from options backdat-
ing—manipulating the date of a stock option to increase 
the CEO’s payout. The study also showed that firms led by 
these CEOs were more likely to overstate their profitability 
and engage in less profitable acquisition strategies. In addi-
tion, the CEOs are more likely to lose their jobs and their 
firms are more likely to experience dramatic declines in 
value during market downturns.

Tom Chaffin and Michael David 
Cohen, editors. Correspondence 
of James K. Polk (2013). Among 
the 344 letters in this volume, 
many document the Mexican 
War. Others chronicle foreign 
policy issues, such as the admin-
istration’s concern with European 
affairs. And some letters in this 
volume deal with Polk’s purchase 
and sale of slaves.

Catherine Higgs. Chocolate Islands: 
Cocoa, Slavery, and Colonial Africa 
(2012). Higgs traces Joseph Burtt’s 
journey to the Chocolate Islands through 
Angola and Mozambique to British 
Southern Africa. His five-month march 
across Angola in 1906 took him from 
innocence and credulity to outrage and 
activism, and ultimately helped change 

labor recruiting practices in colonial Africa.

B. Eugene Wofford, co-author. Woody 
Plants of Kentucky and Tennessee: 
The Complete Winter Guide to their 
Identification and Use (2013). Director 
of the UT Herbarium, Wofford supplies 
color images of more than 400 species 
along with Latin meanings; common 
names; habitats and distributions; and 
notes on toxicity, nativity, rarity, wetland 
status, and practical uses for the plants.

Mary Dzon, co-editor. The Christ Child in 
Medieval Culture: Alpha es et O! (2012). 
The first interdisciplinary investigation 
of how representations of the Christ 
Child were conceptualized and used 
during the medieval period. The con-
tributors to this unique volume of work 
analyze depictions of the Christ Child 
through a variety of frameworks.

Gregory M. Stein. Modern Chinese Real 
Estate Law: Property Development in 
an Evolving Legal System (2012). Stein 
uses field interviews to explore how the 
Chinese real estate market operates from 
legal and business perspectives. It de-
scribes market functions, applicable laws, 
and how a nation can achieve economic 

growth so rapidly while its legal system is so unsettled.
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A Grave 
Situation

Forensic anthropologists are 
developing new technologies to 

remotely detect mass graves and 
unearth evidence of the atrocities 

buried within.

By Whitney Heins

Exhumed belongings of 
victims of Anfal Genocide—

Third International 
Conference on Mass Graves 

in Erbil, Iraq. 
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Decades of deadly conflicts in Africa 
and the Middle East have claimed thousands of 
civilian lives. Alleged reports of bodies disposed 
en masse permeate the media. In most cases, 
families of these victims have no idea where their 
loved ones are buried and are unable to seek jus-
tice from those responsible.

Human rights workers do their best to moni-
tor suspected mass gravesites from afar, waiting 
patiently until it is safe enough to enter the area. 
But finding mass graves is an arduous task. In 
addition to being in dangerous locations, many 
sites are just too old or small to find. Sometimes 
culprits move the bodies to confuse authorities 
when they get too close.

Amy Mundorff and Dawnie Steadman 
are forensic anthropology professors at the 
University of Tennessee. They have both encoun-
tered challenges like this firsthand in different 
corners of the world. Steadman has searched 
for mass graves in Argentina, Cyprus, and Spain. 
Mundorff has investigated them in Canada and 
the United States. 

Currently, there is no simple way to detect 
these clandestine cemeteries, but Mundorff and 
Steadman are developing new methods to aid in 
the discovery process and make it much safer.

Today, human rights workers use word of 
mouth or—in situations where graves hold hun-
dreds or thousands of people—satellite imagery. 
But both methods are inexact and workers still 
end up venturing into harm’s way to dig holes at 
dozens of sites.

“I have colleagues who have worked on exca-
vations where there are unexploded ordinances,” 
Mundorff says. “One of my friends who worked in 
the Congo had United Nations guards protecting 
him from armed insurgents.”

Common Ground
Several years ago, Mundorff learned about a technol-
ogy that uses lasers to scan land from the air and 
map topographical changes. Known as LiDAR (Light 
Detection and Ranging), it has the potential to pin-
point mass graves, no matter the size or age, without 
sending people to dig in hazardous conditions.

Katie Corcoran (l) and Amy 
Mundorff (r) prepare a test 
grave for the three-year 
research project at UT’s 
Forensic Anthropology Center. 
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Multi-spectral imagery is supplementing the 
LiDAR data to see how light is reflected across 
different spectra such as green or red. Since 
plants and soils reflect light differently, the result-
ing images will allow scientists to distinguish any 
extraordinary disturbances, such as buried bodies.

“Everything has nitrogen, from plants to 
people,” Mundorff says. “As people decompose, 
the nitrogen should be released into the grasses 
and surrounding vegetation. This release impacts 
how light is reflected from the objects. We are 
looking to see how much of an increase there is 
in nitrogen release, how far from the burial site, 
and how long it persists.”

To complement this data, Mundorff collects 
and analyzes plant samples each month to see 
how isotopes, which are different forms of the 
same element, change over time.

Thermal readings, another technique the team 
is using, are taken at night to best capture the 
heat generated by decomposing bodies as the 
 surrounding soil cools. Every other week, Corcoran 
and Mundorff alternate taking photographs 
to produce a time-lapse image of the graves 
and vegetation that may provide visual cues of 
changes to support the other research methods. 

“We want to know what the threshold of the 
technologies’ utility is. If I have a grave I am look-
ing for, this would let me know that ‘x’ technology 
won’t be useful because the grave is too small or 
too old,” Steadman explains.

The researchers are also working with others 
across campus and the nation to ensure the first-
of-its-kind study is robust. Agencies including 
ORNL and the National Geospatial-Intelligence 
Agency are also collaborating. 

“This agreement allows us to do what we 
wanted to do with this project. It gives us access 
to cost-prohibitive data,” Mundorff says. 

At the conclusion of the study, the researchers 
plan to host the first-ever mass grave excavation 
training program for international workers. They 
will demonstrate how to identify human remains 
based on evidence gathered from the site, 
such as keys and wallets, and determine what 
occurred to help bring justice and closure.

“When perpetrators can walk around with 
impunity, it shows others that they can get away 
with it,” Mundorff says. “We hope our work will 
bring about change.”

Mundorff, Steadman, and Corcoran believe 
their research is the first step to quickly, safely, 
and effectively locating victims and proof of war 
crimes. But to the families of the fallen, the next 
step cannot come fast enough.

Mundorff was eager to test the efficacy of 
LiDAR on mass grave detection when she arrived 
at UT. She eventually partnered with Steadman, 
the director of UT’s Forensic Anthropology 
Center, and Katie Corcoran, an archaeologist-
turned-doctoral candidate, who happened to 
have the same research goals.

Together the scientists designed a project that 
combined LiDAR with other methods to identify 
if lives lost, no matter how long ago or in what sit-
uation, lie beneath the surface. Steadman would 
oversee the project, Mundorff would lead it, and 
the results would be the focus of Corcoran’s 
dissertation.

“The whole point of the project is for people 
like me who are looking for mass graves to spend 
less time in dangerous situations on the ground 
and more time in the lab looking at computer 
data,” Steadman says.

Truly Groundbreaking
The project finally broke ground on a cold and 
rainy Valentine’s Day in 2013. After months of 
planning, a secluded site on the banks of Fort 
Loudon Lake was prepared to be the resting 
place for ten human cadavers donated to the 
Forensic Anthropology Center.

Mundorff, Steadman, and Corcoran lead the 
way as dozens of other faculty and graduate 
students trekked down the sloping riverside with 
shovels in hand. They proceeded to dig four large 
holes in the previously uncontaminated land.

They placed six bodies in the first hole, three in 
the second, and one in the third. Some keys, wal-
lets, and gun casings were also added before the 
bodies were covered. The fourth hole was refilled 
with only dirt so it could act as a control. For the 
next three years, the team will use light and heat 
to monitor the burial sites using a combination of 
technologies. 

LiDAR is being used from the air and ground 
to scan the surface and detect elevation changes. 
Graves sink after a burial because all of the dirt is 
not replaced. After the first rain, there is typically 
an indentation of the entire grave. Depressions 
also form where the decomposing bodies lie. This 
technology will generate a three-dimensional 
model of all the objects present.

“LiDAR scans produce extremely high-resolu-
tion data,” Corcoran says. “These data sets can be 
viewed with specialized software as 3-D models, 
similar to what you’d see in a gaming environ-
ment. We can compare the results with other 
scans taken at different times to see how grave 
surfaces change over time.”
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Katie Corcoran measures the study 
area for the experimental grave 
placement where six bodies will be 
analyzed over a three-year span.

THE LiDAR SCANNER
Remote sensing technology plays a key role in the mass grave project underway 
at UT’s Forensic Anthropology Center. Even large graves often appear hidden in 
the foliage of a natural landscape, making them indistinguishable to the naked eye. 
Using a laser light, the LiDAR technology is capable of detecting contours of the 
ground that can be used to create a 3-D model of the environment, which can then 
help human-rights investigators zero in on anomalies that might be mass graves.

The scanner sends out pulses of 
light that are reflected off objects.

Once reflected, the pulses return to the scanner for 
measurement. Each return contains precise informa-
tion about the three-dimensional objects in the field. 
A single pulse can generate multiple returns, and 
when combined with millions of others can provide 
extremely detailed information of the area.

Scans are performed from several 
locations around the scene to increase 
the amount of data for the 3-D model.

Scanner

Pulse

Return

illustrAtion By don Wood/neWs sentinel
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The Science of

A unique interdisciplinary collaboration 
provides some insight on how 
computers visualize human language.

Pictured above, Darwin's On the Origin of Species by Means of 
Natural Selection is interpreted through Null_Sets. 

By Amanda Womac

BAckground ImAge: An untrAIned eye
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What do the US Constitution, your car 
insurance policy, and the human genome have 
in common? Each one can now be translated 
into a fabulous work of digital art. All it takes is a 
sophisticated app created by the unlikely pairing 
of an artist and a computer scientist.

The concept originated when Amy 
Szczepanski, assistant research professor of 
computer science, was tasked with encouraging 
researchers outside of the traditional hard sci-
ences to harness the power of supercomputers 
to advance their work.

After seeking advice from UT’s visual arts com-
mittee, she struck up a partnership with Evan 
Meaney, assistant professor of art. Together they 
decided to explore the gap between data and 
information through a project dubbed Null_Sets.

“When I worked on glitches and code-break-
ing in graduate school, I wanted to understand 
the difference between how computers inter-
pret data versus how we as humans interpret 
data,” Meaney says. 

As humans, we are used to interacting with text 
in terms of content. When we read a book, we 
absorb the information and rarely think about the 
data that makes up that information; the combina-
tion of letters that form each word. But words are 
complicated for computers because each letter is 
a piece of data to process.

The centerpiece of Null_Sets is a custom 
software program developed by Szczepanski 
and Meaney that interprets how computers see 
human language. The program breaks down 
whole bodies of text into binary code (ones and 
zeros) before building it back up into an image.

“The goal of my work with Evan has been 
to create artistic works,” Szczepanski says. “At 
the outset, we didn’t have a fixed sense of what 
form the art would take, but the collaboration 
was primarily motivated by art.” Their unique 
blend of art and science eventually yielded digi-
tal images open to a variety of interpretations 
by the human mind.

The color of each piece is actually the most 
structured part of the process. It is determined 
through the JPEG standard, a commonly used 
method of compressing data for digital photog-
raphy. By displaying a printed collection of these 
images in a gallery setting, it becomes possible to 
examine the size and structure of large-scale data 
sets through an aesthetic lens.

“I always look to the sciences for something 
beautiful and inspiring,” Meaney says. “I have 
a very wide interpretation of the word ‘artist’ 
because there are a lot of avenues that can be 
used for creation.”

A scientist in a lab, for example, has the same 
opportunity to create art as a painter does stand-
ing in front of a canvas. The difference is that we 
are not used to thinking about science as art. 
“Hopefully this research will help to break the idea 
that science is not art,” Meaney says.

The project is titled Null_Sets because, accord-
ing to Meaney, they loved the idea of something 
containing nothing. In mathematics, a null set 
is a set that does not contain any information. 
Therefore, a null set makes it possible to explicitly 
define the results of operations that would other-
wise not be explicitly definable.

“Null sets provide an antithetical foundation 
for there to be something. Our prints are sort of 
like that,” Meaney says. “At first glance, they look 
like glitchy cacophonies, but then you realize 
they actually contain a great deal of data.”

The program was originally written for a 
supercomputer that allowed them to process 
huge amounts of text and digitally represent the 
information at UT’s Remote Data Analysis and 
Visualization (RDAV) Center. But Meaney and 
Szczepanski recently adapted the code for desk-
top computers and now offer an app on their 
website so anyone can experiment with Null_Sets.

“We are at a point to where the computers 
on our desks give us the opportunity to engage 
in science, which provides more opportunities 
for people to learn and experiment with what 
they want to do,” Szczepanski says.

What’s up next for Meaney and Szczepanski? 
Building a documentary using code that can  
be turned into a film. Until then, take a tour of 
their website at evanmeaney.com/ns, where you 
can download the app and create your own 
Null_Sets masterpiece.

If you need some text, visit the Project 
Gutenberg website at gutenberg.org. There, 
you can access free files for such classics as 
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet or Darwin’s 
On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural 
Selection.

Or for those of you who are curious to find 
out if there is any artistic merit hiding in your car 
insurance policy, here’s your chance.

By Amanda Womac
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A Chinese folk song extols the beauty of Lake Taihu by 
describing white sails gliding across blue water, boun-
tiful fish and shrimp, and scents of fruit and rice waft-

ing in the breeze. Ancient Chinese poems romanticize Taihu as 
a place of breathtaking scenery and rich cultural heritage.

Today, the scene on China’s third-largest lake is much dif-
ferent. The white sails can still be found, but churning motors 
are now more common. Instead of a clear blue, the water is a 
murky concoction of greens. Once-verdant hills beneath ceru-
lean skies on the horizon have now faded into a haze of gray.

This is the panorama that lies before Steven Wilhelm, pro-
fessor of microbiology, and Jennifer DeBruyn, assistant pro-
fessor of biosystems engineering and soil science. They have 
traveled halfway around the world in order to scoop from 
the teeming pea-green soup of algae that laps at the sides of 
their boat.

Lake Taihu is besieged by a type of cyanobacterium, com-
monly referred to as blue-green algae, that grows out of con-
trol every summer. Known as an algal bloom, this phenomenon 
has become progressively worse over the last fifty years and 
has spoiled the lake’s former reputation as a natural wonder.

Wilhelm and DeBruyn represent a team of UT research-
ers that have been traveling to Taihu since 2008 to investi-
gate the causes of the algal blooms and determine potential 
strategies to control them. Funded by the National Science 
Foundation, the scientists are collaborating with several insti-
tutions in the US and China.

Although multiple types of cyanobacteria are present in 
Taihu’s vernal blooms, Microcystis spp. is among the most 
common and the most problematic. This single-celled alga is 
fed by sewage and agricultural runoff that introduce an over-
abundance of phosphorus and nitrogen—nutrients essential 
for growth—into the lake. This chemical buffet feeds enough 
algae to make the water turbid green year-round, which 
blocks sunlight from entering the water and smothers benefi-
cial aquatic plant life.

 Disruption of the natural ecosystem has been detrimen-
tal to the once-bountiful fisheries of Taihu, but this is only 
part of the problem. “In terms of human impact, Microcystis 
produces a huge variety of toxins,” says graduate student 
Morgan Steffen.

Battling the Bloom
Scientists struggle to restore the ecosystem of a lake  overcome by pollution and crippled by climate change.

Jennifer DeBruyn examines Taihu water samples.
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Battling the Bloom
The toxins, called microcystins, are a byproduct of the cya-

nobacterium’s metabolism. Some of these toxins are known 
to cause liver damage in humans, while others are thought to 
be carcinogenic. Since Taihu supplies municipal water to more 
than ten million people, along with drinking water for livestock, 
there is great potential for serious health concerns.

Microcystis thrives in the summer months when tempera-
tures reach above 79 degrees Fahrenheit. This is not good 
news as average global temperatures are predicted to con-
tinue to rise for the foreseeable future.

“The Taihu region has had more marked, consistent warm-
ing than most places on earth in recent years,” Wilhelm 
explains. With an average depth of less than three meters, 
Taihu’s water is particularly susceptible to rapid and dramatic 
warming. In fact, water temperatures during the summer of 
2013 reached 95 degrees Fahrenheit.

Warm, shallow water loaded with nutrients from human 
and animal waste makes Taihu a giant Petri dish not only for 
algae, but also for disease-causing bacteria like E. coli that 
enter along with runoff.

“With water temperature so close to that of the human body, the 
lake is perfect for pathogens that affect humans,” Wilhelm explains.

Wilhelm and the team from UT are primarily involved with 
ongoing monitoring and experimentation concerning nutri-
ent concentrations and temperature in the lake. “But unlike 
past efforts,” Wilhelm says, “this team uses state-of-the-art 
techniques in molecular biology to determine how the entire 
microbial community, not just one cell type, is involved in driv-
ing bloom proliferation.”

By manipulating variables in isolated pods, the researchers 
can determine how the algal community will respond to vari-
ous nutrient conditions and how changes like further warming 
will affect populations.

The outlook for Taihu is uncertain. A number of abatement 
techniques have been tried, including flushing more water 
through the lake by diverting the nearby Yangtzee River, 
absorbing algae into sediment by sinking clay in the lake, 
and engineering wetland buffers that consume nutrients to 
improve water quality. These attempts have produced local-
ized reductions in Microcystis populations, but nothing has 
proved effective for treating the lake as a whole. 

Scientists struggle to restore the ecosystem of a lake  overcome by pollution and crippled by climate change.
Writing and photography by Jesse Weber

Steven Wilhelm collects a sample of Lake 
Taihu’s water for analysis.  
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American and Chinese scientists studying Taihu 
agree that the only permanent solution would be 
a drastic reduction of pollution from emissions and 
runoff. Considering an ever-rising population of 
more than forty million people in the Taihu basin 
that lives in the midst of an industry-heavy econ-
omy, this challenge seems insurmountable. 

In the meantime, algae population monitor-
ing and mitigation experiments continue with the 
hope of one day restoring the lake. Scientists are 
optimistic that techniques developed at Taihu can 
be replicated around the world. “Taihu is a looking 
glass into the future,” Wilhelm says. “We can expect 
to see these blooms happening elsewhere as 
populations, pollution, and temperatures increase 
around lakes worldwide. This is an opportunity to 
work with the Chinese in their efforts to deal with 
this problem and plan for how we ourselves should 
react down the road.” 

Unfortunately the situation in Taihu is far from 
unique. Algal blooms occur in freshwater bodies 
worldwide, and are fueled largely by the same 
factors that influence Taihu. Notable examples in 
North America are Lake Erie, Lake Winnipeg, the 
San Francisco Bay estuary, and Grand Lake St 
Marys in Ohio.

The critical lessons being learned in China are 
paramount to preventing the green growth and 
its dangerously toxic water. Perhaps Taihu’s future 
reputation will include both natural beauty and 
scientific significance. Millions of plant, animal, and 
human lives around the world are depending on it.

Jennifer DeBruyn and Greg Boyer (State 
University of New York) filter out algae in order 
to measure toxin concentrations.

Experimental plots test how 
variables like nutrient concen-
trations and aquatic plants 
affect algal communities. The 
deep kelly green is typical of 
healthy algae during a thick 
bloom. The yellow coloration is 
from cells that are nearing the 
end of their life cycle.

FALL/WINTER 2013
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Shopping
Exchanging money for goods was once a simple process. But today, modern 
commerce has turned shopping into a complex science experiment.Let’s Go

By Lola Alapo
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manufacturers are working to capi-
talize on that spontaneous decision 
process even as they vie with com-
petitors to win shoppers’ loyalty.

“Brands are becoming more 
serious about doing retailer-
specific research and aligning 
marketing strategic plans to assist 
retailers in differentiating from their 
competition,” he says.

In-store demos and interactive 
digital displays are just some of the 
innovative methods of gathering 
insights on shoppers and develop-
ing integrated marketing strategies. 
The focus then becomes effectively 
executing those plans and measur-
ing the return on investment.

To address the challenges and 
find potential solutions in this arena, 
business leaders have turned to 
UT’s Shopper Marketing Forum—
the first of its kind in the nation. “It’s 
a way to pull together companies 
around a common topic,” says Flint, 
who launched the forum in 2009 
and serves as its director.

Science to the Rescue
Where the business world is fall-
ing short, the academic world 
is making up the difference. 
Extensive research in neurology, 
psychology, social psychology, 
behavioral economics, strategy, 
web analytics, business analytics, 
and supply chain management 
can be tapped to more efficiently 
market products to the proper 
demographic. But it’s not as easy 
as it sounds.

Scientists have connected 
shoppers to electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) equipment to capture 
physiological effects of certain 
products. They’ve tracked how 
shoppers interpret visual product 
cues through the use of eye track-
ing goggles. Neurologists have 
used magnetic resonance imaging 

Ever been embarrassed 
to buy hemorrhoid ointment, 
tampons, adult diapers, or other 
personal hygiene products at the 
store? Chances are you have. Did 
you wind up buying other products 
you really didn’t need in an attempt 
to distract attention from your awk-
ward purchase? Research shows 
you probably did.

Dan Flint is a pioneer in the 
growing field of shopper mar-
keting research. As the Regal 
Entertainment Group Professor 
of Business in UT’s Department 
of Marketing and Supply Chain 
Management, he is an expert on 
how people shop.

With a weakened economy and 
slim profit margins, retailers and 
manufacturers are trying to better 
understand shopping behavior—
how people navigate stores, what 
catches their eye, and what else 
they purchase to mask other prod-
ucts—to figure out ways to entice 
shoppers to buy more or look just a 
few seconds longer at their goods. 
The longer a shopper lingers, the 
greater the chance of a purchase.

“We spend a lot of time looking 
inside people’s heads,” Flint says. 
“We’re learning a lot about the dif-
ferences between the way men’s 
and women’s brains process infor-
mation. Shopper marketing is not 
about marketing in-store versus 
out-of-store. It’s about the shopper’s 
mindset and focusing on people 
when they’re in shopping mode.”

Building on Behavior
Do you usually make a list before 
you go to the grocery store? If so, 
you probably come home with 
more than you planned. “About 50 
to 70 percent of consumer goods 
people buy are choices made in 
stores—not what’s on their shop-
ping list,” Flint says. Retailers and 

“ We spend a lot 
of time looking 
inside people's 
heads.” 
—Dan Flint, director of UT’s Shopper 
Marketing Forum
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(MRI) and other equipment to 
determine which part of the brain 
shoppers use when viewing a 
brand. Researchers have shopped 
alongside, interviewed, and video-
recorded thousands of shoppers.

The results of these various 
studies have driven retailers and 
brand manufacturers to alter their 
approach on virtually everything, 
even down to the type of shelving 
used in stores.

“Experience and simple human 
evolution teaches us that bump-
ing into the sharp edge of a desk 
or shelf hurts, so people tend to 
unconsciously avoid them,” Flint 
says. “But if we round the corners 
of the end of an aisle display, 
more shoppers tend to go down 
the aisle.”

Some retailers are now set-
ting up displays made of wood 
because “research shows that 
wood makes you feel calmer,” Flint 
says. “Retailers want to make you 
feel calmer so you slow down. 
When you slow down, they have 
two more seconds of your time; 
time they can use to communicate 
with you.”

The research also influences the 
design of advertisements.

“Women will typically respond 
more to social images such as 
smiling faces, multiple people in a 
scene, and close-up shots,” Flint 
says. “Men, on the other hand, will 
respond to structure and power. 
Men will project an end state and 
women will project themselves 
into a scenario.”

More than Numbers
Many retailers have turned to 
companies that use mathematical 
modeling and business analyt-
ics to dissect data and tell them 
how they’re faring against their 
competitors.

Even as retailers and brand 
manufacturers look to grow their 
businesses, many are still not aware 
of, or are not effectively using, sci-
entific research. Conversely, some 
academics are conducting research 
while remaining unaware of some 
of the major issues shopper mar-
keting managers are facing.

“We want to bridge the gap 
between industry and academia,” 
Flint says. “The goal is to make sure 
academic research is relevant and 
to get businesses to incorporate 
the research.”

In the meantime, Flint continues 
his contributions to the realm of 
shopper marketing. He and a col-
league recently examined what 
shoppers do when they purchase 
items that make them uncomfort-
able, such as condoms, pregnancy 
kits, and suppositories. They found 
the college students in the study 
would often buy inexpensive items 
such as a magazine or gum to help 
conceal those types of purchases.

Flint says this behavior mir-
rors that of most shoppers and it’s 
exactly what the merchants want—
to sell more stuff. So next time you 
go shopping, your shame might 
wind up adding to some company’s 
bottom line.
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Lynne Parker sits in her office frantically working 
to complete a multimillion-dollar research grant pro-
posal as the deadline looms. Back at home, her dinner 
is being prepared, furniture is being dusted, and laun-
dry is being washed.

But Parker doesn’t have a maid. She has a robot, 
similar to the aproned, duster-donning Rosie from 
the popular cartoon The Jetsons. Is she worried that 
a red shirt might be mixed in with a load of white 
socks? Not really, because like Rosie, Parker’s robot 
is capable of making decisions as it performs various 
household chores.

Awesome 
Automatons
By Whitney Heins. Photography by David Luttrell
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Unfortunately, this is only a daydream. But Parker 
believes it’s only a matter of time until it becomes a reality. 
“Rosie is the direction that we are going. The world is not 
there yet, but we are making progress.”

Parker is an expert in distributed autonomous robotic sys-
tems, where robots can make their own choices and work 
with other robots, sensors, software, or people. Through her 
eyes, the world is filled with tasks these sophisticated robots 
could do more effectively than people. For example, they 
could collaborate to clean up hazardous materials or stock a 
warehouse—missions much more complicated than just per-
forming a single function on an assembly line.

Awesome 
Automatons

The next generation of robots will do 
much more than vacuum the floor. 



Building a Better Brain
As a professor of computer science at UT, Parker’s 
research is focused on a new generation of machines 
that can move around, work together, and think for 
themselves. She is tapping into the field of artificial 
intelligence (AI) to design an advanced robot “brain.”

“I was drawn to AI because I wondered how we are 
so smart and figure things out quickly, yet our brains 
are slow compared to typical computer speeds,” says 
Parker, who studied brain and cognitive science at MIT. 
“How is it that our brain is organized so that we can 
make sense of things, and how do you recreate that so 
robots can do helpful and intelligent things?”

Parker is using an AI technique called “machine 
learning” that enables devices to make choices with-
out being explicitly told what to do. Instead, the 
machine relies on sets of step-by-step problem-solv-
ing procedures, or algorithms, to recognize and learn 
patterns. These algorithms act as a toolkit for Parker, 
who can add, subtract, and adjust them to meet her 
research needs.

“Robots often don’t have all the information they 
need due to limited bandwidth,” Parker says. “Therefore, 
they cannot know all possible situations that will be 
encountered and how to respond. We have to work to 
develop their common sense.”

Doctoral students Hao Zhang and 
Chris Reardon are helping design 
independent-thinking robots. 
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Practice Makes Perfect
The inside of Parker’s Distributed Intelligence 
Laboratory feels much like a sci-fi movie set. Stony, 
vacant, unblinking eyes line the walls—each pair 
belonging to an impressionable robot body.

It is here, with the assistance of doctoral students 
Hao Zhang and Chris Reardon, that Parker is preparing 
a robot capable of teaching adults with learning disabili-
ties life skills, such as setting the table or doing laundry.

“This robot has the ability to make people more self-
sufficient by teaching them, rather than making them 
dependent on a robot for life,” Parker says. It could also 
be a lifelong helper for those tasks that disabled adults, 

the elderly, and others cannot learn for themselves. 
The technology is on track to being more affordable 
than human caregivers.

The key to teaching a robot to respond correctly 
is exposing it to every situation imaginable. Like a 
parent teaching a child, Parker instructs the robot to 
do the right thing by repeating the action over and 
over again.

This lengthy process involves running multiple 
variations of the experiment, collecting data, per-
forming statistical analyses, and then assigning 
probabilities to different responses to the different 
circumstances. The probability classifications guide 
the robot to make the best decisions based on 
incomplete information. 

“It is really exciting when you run a lot of tests and 
you see a robot make the right choice,” she says.

Situational Awareness
Another element critical to effective machine learn-
ing is proper representation of the problem. This 
includes the robot’s actual position and environ-
ment. For example, if a robot is teaching a person 
how to set the table, it must be at the correct height 
and distance away from the table and person, and in 
the correct home environment.

“For robotics, three-dimensional supercomputer 
models do not suffice,” Parker says. “Experiments 
need to be done in real time with real conditions.”
And they are. Repeatedly. 

Parker’s ultimate goal is for robots to have a sem-
blance of common sense. “Being able to deal with 
an unexpected event is really hard, even for people, 
but we manage, and so do animals,” she says.

This leads Parker to believe robots can, too. And 
they will learn soon enough. 

In the not-to-distant future, Parker will take her 
trained robots out of the laboratory and into practi-
cal settings where people can directly benefit from 
their capabilities.

“Computers changed the way our society works,” 
she says. “They are everywhere, and I think it will get 
to a point when robots are ubiquitous, too. I think 
our research has us on a definite path to improve 
quality of life.”

Looking twenty years ahead, Parker envisions 
owning a housekeeping robot that will cook, clean, 
and do laundry while she races against the clock 
to complete another proposal. It might even be 
named Rosie. 
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Helping tHe 

There is a popular phrase in corporate circles 
about “doing well by doing good,” which refers to the 
belief that there are bottom-line benefits to having a 
social conscience. Unfortunately, for many social ser-
vice organizations that have doing good in their DNA, 
sometimes they don’t do so well.

“It’s ironic,” says Charles Glisson, director of UT’s 
Children’s Mental Health Services Research Center, 
which works specifically with organizations that pro-
vide mental health, child welfare, and social services.

“These organizations are created to deliver ser-
vices, and a funny thing happens—over time they 
develop bureaucratic characteristics that prevent 
them from doing the very thing they were founded 
to do. Rules and regulations get in the way and the 
organization ends up being its own worst enemy.”

Some common occurrences include:
 •  Unnecessary paperwork and red tape
 •  Misunderstandings between policy-making adminis-

trators and the employees who work with clients
 •  A focus on services that attract funding but don’t 

address client needs
 •  Prioritizing staff scheduling ahead of optimal treat-

ment planning

To help deal with these issues, the center has 
developed an organizational intervention pro-
gram known as ARC, which stands for Availability, 
Responsiveness, and Continuity. ARC is the only 
organizational intervention proven in multiple ran-
domized controlled trials to help underperforming 
organizations develop characteristics more like top-
tier performers.

The center’s research shows that no more than 
10 percent fit its definition of a “top-tier” organiza-
tion. They tend to feature low staff turnover, superior 
ability to sustain new programs, greater success in 
implementing evidence-based practices, significantly 

OCCASIONAlly, ORGANIzATIONS DeDICATeD TO HelPING CHIlDReN 
AND fAMIlIeS NeeD A lITTle HelP THeMSelveS.

better client outcomes, and other positive characteris-
tics, including the ability to attract funding.

All ARC-related services are delivered through 
the center’s ARC Institute for Organizational 
effectiveness. Some client organizations begin as par-
ticipants in the institute’s annual executive-level work-
shop. This two-and-a-half-day tune-up makes many 
of them realize they need additional help. Others 
seek out the institute directly because they are over-
whelmed by a combination of performance issues and 
decreased funding. 

“We take a two-pronged approach,” Glisson says. 
“first, we assess the organization, then we develop a 
strategy to help them become more effective. everything 
we do is based on our research that’s been funded for the 
past twenty-five years by the National Institutes of Health, 
the W. T. Grant foundation, and others.”

Assessing an organization’s problems is not a 
simple task. “It can be fraught with internal politics,” 
says Philip Green, an experimental psychologist 
responsible for the collection, analysis, and interpre-
tation of research data. “We look for barriers at the 
front-line level. People who provide services know 
best what the barriers are and what it will take to 
make the services more effective.”

In making an assessment, Green and his team use 
the Organizational Social Context (OSC), which is a 
standardized measure of culture, climate, and work 
attitudes that they’ve developed and tested in thou-
sands of organizations nationwide.

“We want honest and candid responses from the 
folks in the trenches—not the leaders,” Green says. “As 
a result, we do not permit the organizations to col-
lect the data themselves. Researchers from outside 
the organization collect the data so the responses are 
kept confidential.”

A recent example was a child mental health center 
where the leadership had created a negative work 

Helpers
By Robert S. Benchley
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Helping tHe 

environment. Workers were afraid to speak up about 
problems in referrals that were preventing clients from 
being matched with the most appropriate treatment 
protocols. Using ARC’s methodology, the center was 
able to change the climate and improve the referral 
process.

Once an organization signs on to the ARC program, 
the whole process starts with “the talk.”

“We don’t try to soft sell at the beginning,” says 
Tony Hemmelgarn, an industrial and organizational 
psychologist who is the institute’s head trainer. “We 
tell them it’s going to take lots of hard work, time, 
and resources, and that we will challenge their deeply 
held beliefs about how to effectively lead their 
organization.”

Programs typically require a commitment of eigh-
teen to twenty-four months. “The OSC assessment 
gives us a good sense of how well an organization is 
functioning going in,” Hemmelgarn says. “We work 
with the organization to develop better insight into its 
guiding principles and improve its processes. We do 
this in a way that everyone is always focused on the 
client and paying attention to the data.”

“We help them get their eye back on the ball,” 
Glisson says. “We worked with one state child welfare 
system that evaluated caseworkers solely on how well 
and how quickly they completed their paperwork.” 
ARC helped the organization revamp the performance 
evaluation process to highlight the caseworkers’ suc-
cess in serving children and families.

“We have found that changing the culture and the 
climate not only improves work attitudes and turnover, 
but also outcomes,” he adds. “That’s why people come 
to us.”

Which sounds a lot like doing well by doing good.

For more information on the center and its activities, 
visit cmhsrc.utk.edu
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By Cindy Moffett 
Rapid pRototyping teChnology is stReaMlining the pRoduCtion 
pRoCess By ReduCing tiMe, MateRials, and Costs.

in today’s kitchens, old-fashioned work-
horses such as strainers and juicers 
are rarely used. Fruit juice comes 

presqueezed in bottles, or worse yet, in cans of 
concentrate. Vegetables, unless grown at home, 
are washed long before they hit grocery store 
shelves. But it is the elegant simplicity of these 
little-used utensils that product designer Ryann 
Aoukar admires.

“The intelligence is in the form,” he says. “If you 
change the form, they no longer function. I won-
dered how I could update these tools in a smart 
and aesthetically pleasing way.”

His solutions are so sleek and beautiful, they 
seem destined for a museum of modern art gift 
shop: an oval salad bowl with a built-in juicer 
and seed catcher whose concave back acts as a 
handle, and a bowl whose handle is also a hybrid 
strainer and funnel.

“These objects are more up to date to fit 
today’s life—and more thoughtful. They house 
two or three objects in one, and they serve us in a 
simple, basic way,” Aoukar says.

Elegant simplicity is the hallmark of much of his 
work. Spending twelve years in the private sector, 
he designed a desk lamp for Luxo/GLAMOX and 
the interiors of the China Stock Exchange with the 
Office of Metropolitan Architecture.

When he joined the College of Architecture 
and Design in 2010, Aoukar brought with him sev-
eral patented product designs. But with newfound 
time and resources to do research, he has turned 
his creativity to investigating new and improved 
fabrication methods.

of Product DesignThe Future
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Ryann Aoukar focuses on 
simple, intelligent design.  
His multi-purpose kitchen 

items fit the modern living 
aesthetic while also bring-

ing people together to 
prepare food and cultivate 

communication.
 

Another of his creations is 
a black bracelet, pictured 

below. Born from one strip 
of leather, it twines up the 
forearm, striking a perfect 

balance between beauty and 
minimalist craftsmanship.
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Fast and Frugal Fabrication
Seeking the quickest, most economical way to make prototypes, he found the answer in 
the University of Tennessee’s Digital Fabrication Lab. Its 3-D printer can convert a drawing 
into a three-dimensional object made of plaster, plastic, or other materials with unparalleled 
efficiency.

“Normally when you make an object, you lose a lot of time and material during testing,” 
Aoukar says. “With the 3-D printer, you first perfect the drawing. Then when you send it to 
the printer, it prints it exactly. Suddenly I don’t need industrial support. I am my own designer, 
fabricator, and delivery.”

Not all of Aoukar’s work is destined for the kitchen. He also has designed two chairs. 
Inspired by sitting as a child in his father’s embrace, one is a sleekly wound ribbon of back 
support that broadens to comfortable seating on a pedestal. The other is a graceful easy 
chair that seems cut from a column. These polystyrene prototypes were made using UT’s 
five-by-ten-foot computer numerical control (CNC) machine, which works with mind-bog-
gling speed and precision.

“Traditionally, if you wanted to make a prototype chair, you needed a carpenter, a wood-
worker, upholsterers, and so forth. It would take two or three months,” Aoukar says. 

Creating a prototype can often financially destroy a project before it even has a chance to 
take off. 

“With the CNC, I can design a chair, send the digital file to the machine, and in a couple of 
hours the chair is cut. This was unthinkable a couple of years ago! And for me, it’s life chang-
ing. I can test something in less than a day.”

Environmental conservation is a matter of reducing, reusing, and recycling. Aoukar’s work 
follows the minimalist approach of reducing, or using as little material as possible.

“We are not recycling garbage, just trying not to make garbage in the first place. It’s a 
better way. By thinking smart we save energy, the earth in general, and our lives,” he says.

generating interest
In June of 2012, Aoukar trucked his prototypes to the International Contemporary Furniture 
Fair in New York City, where they drew far more attention than he expected. “Lots of people 
wanted to buy them, but I only had prototypes. They handed me their business cards and 
said, ‘When you move into production, let us know.’”

The 3-D printer in UT’s Digital 
Fabrication Lab allows Aoukar 
to quickly and efficiently create 
prototypes.
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With this encouragement, he initiated the next step—but not in a traditional 
way. Using the crowdfunding website Kickstarter, he shopped his prototypes 
directly to the public in an effort to raise $30,000 for injection molding equip-
ment needed to produce his product line. For a pledge of $5, $50, or more, inves-
tors can receive the item they’ve financed.

“First, I will have to reach $30,000 in pledges, then buy the equipment, produce, 
and deliver within the agreed-upon time of four months,” he says. 

Aoukar hopes his Kickstarter project reaches its goal, but not for the common 
reasons of fame and fortune. “I want to sell because I want to see how far I can go 
with the digital process and reducing steps,” he says. “If I’m successful, I will have 
produced a product for the market in about five steps, whereas before I needed 
about twenty-five steps.”

For his kitchen objects, he has another motivation that is as ancient as civiliza-
tion. “When people prepare food, there’s a ritual around it. We need this kind of 
object that can bring us back to making things, to being more conscious about 
what we do, and to cultivating our ceremonial communication between people.”

Tools such as computers make our lives simpler, but they can make us feel 
like machines as we struggle to input the right data in the right way. Aoukar’s 
simple, efficient products, on the other hand, put us in control of great beauty. 
Now life is just better.
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Visit Aoukar’s 
Kickstarter campaign 
at tiny.utk.edu/aoukar. 
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Most nuclear physics theorists like 
Witek Nazarewicz will tell you 

that they don’t typically go out of their way 
looking for company. They prefer to stick together 
and keep their roster fairly short—until now.

Thanks to the advent of supercomputers, they’ve 
begun taking advantage of the common bonds 
they share with computer scientists and applied 
mathematicians to broaden their research horizons.

A result of this new partnership is NUCLEI: the 
Nuclear Computational Low-Energy Initiative, 
comprised of scientists from fifteen universities 
and national labs. Its objective is to facilitate new 
and interesting science with practical benefits for 
energy production and national security.

Nazarewicz, the James McConnell Distin-
guished Professor of Physics, co-directs the proj-
ect sponsored by the US Department of Energy 
and the National Nuclear Security Administration. 
He and physics professor Thomas Papenbrock are 
the stewards of a five-year, $1 million grant funding 
UT’s participation in the program.

Down to the Core
By Catherine Longmire

Painting the Picture
With access to the most powerful supercomput-
ers available for open scientific research, NUCLEI 
scientists perform large-scale calculations to help 
paint a complete picture of nuclear structure, 
properties, and dynamics.

They employ sophisticated computer models 
to investigate the high-energy reactions associ-
ated with fusion (when two light nuclei fuse to 
form a heavier nucleus); fission (when a heavy 
nucleus splits into two smaller nuclei); and stel-
lar burning (the dramatic aging process of stars 
that creates almost all natural elements).

One of the benefits of this kind of comput-
ing power, Nazarewicz says, is that it provides 
answers to questions that experiments or theory 
can’t address, essentially becoming a “third 
pillar” of nuclear physics.

“It’s a profound statement,” he explains, 
“because it shows that high-performance com-
puting takes us into the areas where you cannot 
do experiments, like exploding supernovae. Or we 
can calculate properties of nuclei created deep in 
reactor cores. It’s a unique tool.”

Models that improve the understanding of how 
a nucleus holds together, falls apart, or reacts with 
other nuclei are critical to predicting the behavior 
and performance of aging nuclear weapons with-
out resorting to nuclear testing. They may also 
provide the key to recreating the powerful fusion 
process found inside our sun, giving rise to clean, 
safe energy.

Expanding the Network
The high-performance computing work also ties 
closely with research in applied mathematics 
and computer science, giving the collaboration 
its distinctive character and expanding both the 
team and the tools available for their studies.

“This is a very special joint project,” Nazarewicz 
explains. “What makes NUCLEI so unique is the 
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NUCLEI, the Nuclear Computational Low-Energy 
Initiative, is comprised of scientists from fifteen 
universities and national labs.
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Down to the Coresome traditionally reclusive physicists are 
reaping the rewards of collaboration to 
solve some very weighty problems.

involvement of physicists, computer scientists, 
and applied mathematicians. This is unparal-
leled worldwide. It’s not only that we have this 
nice combination, but we are also strongly 
aligned with big experimental initiatives.”

Those big experiments are pursuing sci-
ence with global implications. One facility is 
investigating how nuclear particles can be 
used to model, diagnose, and cure diseases. 
Another is attempting to create fusion (and 
energy) by compressing and heating a 
pea-sized capsule of deuterium and tritium 
with 192 laser beams. It’s the equivalent of 
making a star right here on Earth.

The NUCLEI website houses the team’s 
publications, reports, conference presenta-
tions, and open-source computer codes. This 
allows the entire nuclear physics community 
to reap the benefits of the project’s funding.

UT physics students are frequent con-
tributors to this effort, and last year were 
co-authors on a high-profile paper in Nature 
that redefined the limits of the nuclear 
landscape with the expectation that 6,900 
(plus or minus 500) nuclei exist, more than 
double the number currently known.

“The scope of NUCLEI is very broad,” 
Nazarewicz says, “and of course we involve 
all our students and post-docs in this work.” 
This translates into more opportunities for 
other scientists who have discovered the 
benefits of having a deep bench.

“People finally realized they can accom-
plish so much more,” he says. “We know 
each other so well now and we work so 
well as a team.” Simply put, the whole that 
NUCLEI represents is much greater than the 
sum of its parts.  
 
Visit NUCLEI online for more information at 
computingnuclei.org
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Nuclear Physics 101
A nucleus is the positively 
charged central core of an atom, 
consisting of protons (  ) and 
neutrons (  ).

Nuclei take up only a fraction of 
an atom’s real estate, yet provide 
more than 99.9 percent of the 
mass in the world around us. 
Electrons orbit around the nuclei.

Fusion: when two light nuclei 
fuse to form a heavier nucleus.

Fission: when a heavy nucleus 
splits into two smaller nuclei.

stellar burning:  
the dramatic aging 
process of stars 
that creates  
almost all 
natural  
elements.
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Exhumed Belongings of 
Victims of Anfal Genocide 
- 3rd International 
Conference on Mass Graves 
in Iraq - Erbil - Iraq 
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Getting students to read 
over the summer months 
isn’t complicated. It simply 
comes down to improved 
access and choice. By David Brill

We’ve all heard the proverb: “Give a man a fish, and he eats for a day. Teach a man 
to fish, and he eats for a lifetime.” Two University of Tennessee researchers have given that old adage a 
new spin as it applies to encouraging children—particularly those from low-income homes—to become 
capable lifelong readers.

For more than thirty years, studies have shown that economically disadvantaged children suffer a 
decline in reading skills during the summer months. But reading education professors Richard Allington 
and Anne McGill-Franzen have stepped beyond the problem—known as “summer reading setback”—
and arrived at an effective and affordable solution.

Results from their latest research suggest that giving lower-income children books for summer read-
ing may be nearly as important as teaching them to read in the first place. Equally valuable is allowing 
the children to select books that interest them.

The Haves and Have Nots
For most elementary school students, the end of the school year marks a transition from the structure 
and stimulation of the academic environment to a couple of months of slack time. For kids from middle- 
and upper-income homes, summer breaks provide ample time for fun, but they also often involve 
“enrichment” activities that ensure access to books. If these children can’t find appealing titles in the 
bookcase at home, their parents may take them to the local bookstore or the public library. Not so for 
kids from lower-income families, many of whom may have the desire to read over the summer but lack 
access to books. Their parents may not have the financial means to buy books or the mobility to take 
them to the nearest public library.

“It’s hard to imagine, but some poor American families don’t own a single book,” Allington says. In 
fact, a University of Nevada study puts the number of book-deprived US homes at 3 percent, while a 
quarter of US homes own only ten books. Findings indicate that the number of books in a child’s home 
is among the strongest predictors of the child’s future educational attainment.

Meanwhile, according to Allington, too many libraries in Title I elementary schools don’t allow students 
to take books out of school—a practice predicated on the unfounded belief that poor children are more 
likely to damage or lose borrowed books.
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Interest Makes a Difference
To test their hypothesis, the research team studied reading achievement among 1,330 stu-
dents from seventeen high-poverty (Title I) elementary schools in two Florida locations: urban 
Jacksonville and the migrant worker communities of the Everglades. The investigation began with 
first- and second-graders and tracked their progress through the next three grades. Allington and 
McGill-Franzen sent one group to annual end-of-year book fairs to select—and keep—twelve to 
fifteen books that interested them from an extensive list of 400 to 600 titles. The other group didn’t 
receive any books.

The available books ranged widely in terms of subject area and included sports and pop culture 
books, series books (Goosebumps and Captain Underpants), and books with cultural relevance for 
minority students. Nine of the ten most frequently selected books were series books or explored 
pop-culture themes.

“We know that children will read books that interest them, and most kids are interested in pop cul-
ture,” McGill-Franzen says. “Reading, regardless of the subject, builds competency and the stamina nec-
essary to take on ever more challenging books.”

The conclusion that what children read is much less important than that they read may be intuitive, 
but it’s not necessarily universally embraced. Some parents and teachers may cringe when they see 
a child reading The Unauthorized Biography of Britney Spears (the top choice among participants in 
the study’s first year), or engrossed in a Gossip Girl book that broaches the subject of teen sexuality. 
Research indicates that reading these books—or, for that matter, any books—imparts important skills.

Access Breeds Success
The study’s findings, based on student performance on Florida’s standardized achievement tests, were 
dramatic: children who received the free books retained reading skills over the summer, while the other 
group’s skills continued to erode. The program was deemed as effective as summer school attendance 
in preventing summer reading setback, and at a much lower cost.
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Chapter One
TITLE I STUDENTS’

SUMMER READING GAP
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Without ongoing practice, Allington and McGill-Franzen say, reading skills atrophy, much as a 
sprinter’s speed declines after two or more months without training. And the disparity in access and the 
resulting summer reading loss account for about 80 percent of the reading achievement gap that sepa-
rates economically disadvantaged children from their more affluent peers.

A University of Missouri study actually quantified the disparity. While middle- and upper-income 
students gain two months of reading proficiency over the summer, kids from lower-income homes lose 
a month, creating an annual achievement gap of three months. Unfortunately, the gap only widens as 
these children advance through school.

“By the end of third grade, kids from Title I schools are one year behind their more affluent peers 
in reading achievement. By sixth grade, they’re two years behind. By ninth grade, they’re three years 
behind,” Allington says. By grade twelve, the gap has grown to four years, “but by then half of the Title I 
kids have already dropped out of school.”

Closing the Gap
Published in the journal Reading Psychology, Allington and McGill-Franzen’s study demonstrates that 
closing the rich-poor reading achievement gap isn’t complicated or labor intensive. And the book give-
aways need not continue indefinitely.

 “Economically disadvantaged children who are reading at grade level by the end of third grade 
graduate from high school at the same rate as children from middle- and upper-income families,” 
says Allington, who, for that reason, suggests providing younger (K–3) children with proportion-
ately more free books than their older counterparts.

Nor is such intervention expensive. In fact, in the Florida study, the annual cost per student was 
only about $60.

Based on Allington and McGill-Franzen’s research, there is a greater understanding on how to 
stem, or even reverse, summer reading setback. Were we inclined to put it in the language of a par-
able, it might read thus: Give a child a book (and let them choose the title), and chances are good 
they will read for a lifetime.

“Reading, regardless of the 
subject, builds competency 
and the stamina necessary 

to take on ever more 
challenging books.” 

—McGill-Franzen
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An AdvAnced technology provides A 
glimpse into the future of climAte chAnge 

without the help of clAirvoyAnts.

By Emma Macmillan
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By Amanda Womac

someone told you they could accu-
rately predict how different the 
climate of a specific city would be 

forty years from now, you probably would be a bit 
skeptical. But a trio of UT civil and environmental 
engineering researchers crunched some huge 
numbers to develop the first local climate models 
to calculate what conditions will be like in 2050.

Joshua Fu, associate professor; John Drake, 
research professor; and Yang Gao, a former graduate 
research assistant, devised a method called dynami-
cal downscaling to link existing global and regional 
models to measure climate impact for a small area.

Drawing data from multiple sources, the 
Community Earth System Model (CESM) com-
bines atmosphere, land, ocean, and ice models 
spanning from 1850 to 2000 to make predictions 
based on various levels of greenhouse gas emis-
sions. A Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model 
is then used to downscale the data to a resolution 
as small as four square kilometers.

“Combined models are a more precise repre-
sentation of the real world than models that only 
look at one component,” Fu says. “By ensuring 
that the models can picture the past 150 years, 
and comparing that picture with observational 
data, we can make reasonable predictions about 
future climate change.”

The CESM/WRF process would not be pos-
sible without the supercomputing power of 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Titan and UT’s 
Kraken. Fu’s team logged ten million combined 
hours on these machines, comparable to 100 
years on a personal computer.

To mirror the majority of other climate models, 
the researchers targeted 2050. “Thirty years of 
change translates to climate change, whereas 
weather has to do with the daily forecast,” Fu says. 
“We’re not trying to find the weather conditions 
on a certain day.”

Fu’s research group focused on densely popu-
lated cities such as New York, Chicago, Detroit, 
Baltimore, and Boston because climate changes in 
such areas affect more people. The results indicate 
an increased likelihood of severe weather events 
and higher average temperatures.

“What we’re predicting are more intense and 
longer heat waves, which could ultimately cause 
more deaths,” says Fu. In fact, Chicago’s 1995 heat 
wave was blamed for more than 450 deaths.

While the Southeast has the highest intensity in 
heat waves, the Northeast is likely to experience 
the highest average temperature increase. “We are 
looking at increases of 3 to 5 degrees Celsius, with 
New York experiencing the highest hike,” Fu says.

But heat waves aren’t the only issue. A signifi-
cant rise in precipitation is also in the cards. The 

cities of Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, DC, 
Virginia Beach, and Boston are projected to be a lot 
wetter. More specifically, Fu expects Philadelphia 
will experience a 105 percent increase, Baltimore 
a 76 percent increase, and Virginia Beach a 67 
percent increase—which suggests a greater risk of 
dangerous flooding.

“We looked into cities because the Centers for 
Disease Control and the Environmental Protection 
Agency can use that information immediately to 
make plans of action,” Fu explains. “Global models 
give information, but decision-makers cannot 
necessarily use that information with as much rele-
vance or immediacy.” Fu also points out that look-
ing at cities can actually help inform global models 
by improving the model resolutions.

The study’s predictions of heat waves and higher 
precipitation levels are based on current fossil fuel 
emissions. “If we continue to use coal as a fuel 
source, we will continue to have extreme weather,” 
Fu says. “If we switch to natural gas and renew-
able energy now, we can prevent or reduce these 
extreme weather occurrences.”

Additionally, Fu emphasizes the importance 
of energy policy to slow down climate change. “If 
we continue to emit the same level of greenhouse 
gases, there is a greater chance that we will have 
very high temperatures happening in the future,” Fu 
says. “You might have low temperatures some days, 
but we’re looking at an average. We’re also looking 
at acute damage to human health, since very high 
temperatures cause human death, along with the 
loss of crops, livestock, animals, and forests.”

Fu is planning additional research that will 
investigate even narrower areas of land. For 
instance, the CDC requested a one-square-
kilometer resolution to predict temperature and 
precipitation increases. “You could look at specific 
neighborhoods in a city,” Fu says. “With that type 
of specificity, scientists could more accurately 
explore the locations with more or less intense 
extreme weather events, and encourage policy 
makers to take immediate action to reduce the 
impact of these events.”

The advent of this new technology allows us to 
see the future with confidence. It has the poten-
tial to save thousands of lives. But it also reminds 
us of the permanent damage that might occur 
if energy production methods are not changed. 
Believe it or not.
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Carlos Gonzalez (r) and 
undergraduate Chase 
Joslin (l) work on one of 
their summer projects.

Materials  Spirit
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Carlos Gonzalez dreams of 
someday being a professor at a small college. Listening 
to the comments of the people he has worked with, it 
definitely sounds like he has all the right stuff.

Since beginning work on his doctorate in 2010, 
Gonzalez has mentored seven materials science and 
engineering undergraduate researchers on a variety 
of projects. They all agree his passion for the field is 
contagious.

“Carlos’s drive and joy for learning are inspirational,” 
says student Joe Ulrich. “He makes you want to love 
the work, and having someone like him to guide you is 
vital to enjoying an internship.”

Originally from Puerto Rico, Gonzalez worked as a 
components engineer for Hewlett-Packard and a pro-
cess engineer for DuPont Electronic Materials before 
coming to UT. But what he enjoys the most is introduc-
ing students to the field of materials science.

 “My goal is to try to shape students as role models 
and reward them for their knowledge and dedication,” 
Gonzalez explains. “Hopefully, they will copy good 
habits and discover a passion for materials science.”

Undergraduate research assistant Chase Joslin 
appreciated his mentor’s alacrity and accessibil-
ity. Joslin spent the summer of 2013 working with 
Gonzalez in an undergraduate research internship at 
UT’s Center for Materials Processing.

“He’s a great mentor because he’s not afraid to slow 
down and take time to explain things,” Joslin says. “He 
gives everyone the respect they deserve.”

Joslin added that Gonzalez taught him a great deal 
about materials concepts and processes over the 
summer. While Joslin didn’t focus on one single proj-
ect, he took on a variety of tasks to support Gonzalez’s 
research on helium and neon ion beam effects in the 
molybdenum/silicon multilayer mirror for extreme ultra-
violet applications.

In addition, Joslin engaged in outreach activi-
ties for precollege students. Working with Gonzalez, 
he developed experiments for UT’s High School 
Introduction to Engineering Systems (HITES) pro-
gram and shared his newfound passion for research 
with high school students.

Materials  Spirit An extraordinary graduate 
student rises to the challenge of 
inspiring the next generation of 
scientific researchers.

Faculty members are equally impressed with 
Gonzalez. Philip Rack, professor and Leonard G. 
Penland Chair of Materials Science and Engineering, 
says he finds it easy to depend on Gonzalez as a 
mentor for undergraduates because of his patience, 
unique skill set, and upbeat personality. 

“Carlos provides a valuable service to students,” Rack 
says. “His mentorship allows them to learn by experi-
ence, to broaden their horizons, and to see real-world 
applications.”

Rack emphasizes that undergraduates need men-
tors like Gonzalez who are patient, motivated, and will-
ing to explain the nuances of their specific discipline to 
students. “If students learn and turn on to engineering, 
then the undergraduate research experience is a suc-
cess,” he says. “If mentored correctly, good students will 
contribute to the new knowledge generated.”

To make learning fun, Gonzalez has introduced inter-
active games to the classes he teaches, with variations 
on “Jeopardy” and “Are You Smarter than a Business 
Major?” This is one of the reasons why the Department 
of Materials Science and Engineering recognized him 
with its Outstanding Teacher Award and Outstanding 
Service Award in consecutive years.

When not teaching or conducting his own research, 
Gonzalez is engaged in a number of extra-curricular 
activities. He is heavily involved in UT’s Materials 
Research Society and the Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers. For the past two years he has 
served as a judge for the Southern Appalachian Science 
and Engineering Fair. For UT’s 2013 Engineering Week 
he created and coordinated two successful competi-
tions for high school students: the Homemade Food 
Battery Competition, and the Solar/Fuel Cell Car Race. 
If all of this isn’t enough, Gonzalez also volunteers twice 
a week at the Knoxville Latino Center teaching math to 
GED students.

The ultimate goal for any great educator is to impart 
knowledge of the field, insights into the world of 
research, and enthusiasm for the work at hand. In that 
regard, Gonzalez is well on his way to making his dream 
a reality. Any institution of higher learning would be 
lucky to have him.

By Sharon Pound
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The once serene Lake Taihu has fallen victim to China’s industrial progress and is overwhelmed with pollution 
and toxic algae. Can it be saved? Page 10


